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ABSTRACT
Network data analytics is important, powerful, and exciting.
How big role may network data analytics play in the real
world? Much real-world data is unstructured, in the form
of natural language text. A grand challenges on big data
research is to develop effective and scalable methods to turn
such massive text data into actionable knowledge. In order
to turn such massive unstructured, text-rich, but intercon-
nected data into knowledge, we propose a data-to-network-
to-knowledge (D2N2K) paradigm, that is, first transform
data into relatively structured heterogeneous information
networks, and then mine such text-rich and structure-rich
heterogeneous networks to generate useful knowledge. We
argue that such a paradigm represents a promising direc-
tion and network data analytics will play an essential role in
transforming data to knowledge. However, a critical bottle-
neck in this game is mining structures from text data. We
present our recent progress on developing effective methods
for mining structures from massive text data and construct-
ing structured heterogeneous information networks.
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Introduction
In today’s computerized and information-based society, we
are soaked with vast amounts of text-based unstructured
data, ranging from news articles, scientific publications, prod-
uct reviews, to a wide range of textual information from so-
cial media. The success of network data analytics so far is
largely attributed to the efficient and effective analysis of
structured data/networks. Only if we can transform such
unstructured but interconnected text data into structured
heterogeneous networks, will network data analytics demon-
strate its great power to impact the society.
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Fortunately, big data leads to big opportunities to uncov-
ering structures of real-world entities (e.g., person, company,
product), attributes (e.g., age, weight), relations (e.g., em-
ployee_of, manufacture) from massive text corpora. By
integrating the semantic-rich structures so generated with
other inter-related structured data, powerful structured het-
erogeneous information networks can be constructed. This
talk presents an organized picture of our recent research on
information extraction and structure mining from massive
text corpora, covering the following themes: (1) automated
quality phrase mining: from ToPMine to SegPhrase and Au-

toPhrase; (2) entity/relation recognition and typing: from
ClusType to PLE, AFET and CoType; (3) meta-pattern guided
discovery of entities, attributes and their values: the Meta-

PAD approach; and (4) mining of text-generated structured
heterogeneous networks. Research challenges are also iden-
tified, including integrated text mining and network mining
for network construction.
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